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Chryse and Acidalia Planitiae show numerous examples of enigmatic landforms previously interpreted to
have been influenced by a water/ice-rich geologic history. These landforms include giant polygons
bounded by kilometer-scale arcuate troughs, bright pitted mounds, and mesa-like features. To investigate
the significance of the last we have analyzed in detail the region between 60�N, 290�E and 10�N, 360�E
utilizing HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment) images as well as regional-scale data for
context. The mesas may be analogous to terrestrial tuyas (emergent sub-ice volcanoes), although defin-
itive proof has not been identified. We also report on a blocky unit and associated landforms (drumlins,
eskers, inverted valleys, kettle holes) consistent with ice-emplaced volcanic or volcano-sedimentary
flows. The spatial association between tuya-like mesas, ice-emplaced flows, and further possible evidence
of volcanism (deflated flow fronts, volcanic vents, columnar jointing, rootless cones), and an extensive
fluid-rich substratum (giant polygons, bright mounds, rampart craters), allows for the possibility of gla-
ciovolcanic activity in the region.

Landforms indicative of glacial activity on Chryse/Acidalia suggest a paleoclimatic environment
remarkably different from today’s. Climate changes on Mars (driven by orbital/obliquity changes) or giant
outflow channel activity could have resulted in ice-sheet-related landforms far from the current polar
caps.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The uniqueness of the northern lowlands of Mars has been evi-
dent ever since they were first imaged by Mariner 9 and Viking
(Masursky, 1973; Carr et al., 1976). Those data revealed a complex
and intriguing landscape populated by giant polygon-forming
troughs (Mutch et al., 1976), bright-colored mounds (Allen, 1979,
1980; Frey et al., 1979), and flat-topped mountains (Guest et al.,
1977; Hodges and Moore, 1978). Because observations were lim-
ited, hypotheses explaining these features were diverse.

Higher resolution and signal-to-noise data have since added to
our understanding of these landforms. However, a pervasive mid-
latitude mantle (ice-cemented aeolian deposits, as proposed by
Squyres and Carr (1986), Mustard et al. (2001), Milliken et al.
(2003), and Morgenstern et al. (2007); among others) covering
most of the lowlands has impeded the identification of features
diagnostic of their origin. Newly available data from the High Res-
olution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) give us an excellent
ll rights reserved.
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opportunity to revisit some of these landforms and further investi-
gate their significance.

To evaluate possible origins, we have analyzed the mesas1 that
are ubiquitous in southern Acidalia and northeastern Chryse, as well
as their spatial relationship to other deposits and landforms in the
region. The results of this analysis are consistent with volcanic and
glacial activity in Chryse/Acidalia; definitive evidence of interaction
between the two is still elusive.

1.1. Background

Acidalia Planitia (centered at 47�N, 338�E) is an extensive, rela-
tively flat region located in the northern lowlands between Tempe
and Arabia Terrae (Fig. 1). Chryse Planitia (centered at 27�N,
320�E), an extension of the northern lowlands to the south-west,
is considered by some workers to be a large impact basin (Schultz
et al., 1982). It hosts the debouchment areas of catastrophic out-
flow channels (e.g., Kasei Valles, Ares Vallis, and others) originating
1 The term ‘‘mesa’’ is utilized as purely descriptive (i.e., a flat-topped, steep-sided
landform) and thus does not necessarily imply an erosional origin.
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Fig. 1. (A) Global MOLA (Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter) shaded relief map, illuminated from the left. (B) Color-coded MOLA elevation map including the study area (60�N,
290�E to 10�N, 360�E). V1: Viking 1 landing site. P: Pathfinder landing site. Dotted line indicates a possible location of the cross-section in Fig. 22. (C) Geologic map showing
relevant units. A: Amazonian. H: Hesperian. N: Noachian. L/E: late/early (modified from Scott and Tanaka (1986)).
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in the southern highlands (Masursky, 1973). The Mars global
dichotomy boundary (Scott and Tanaka, 1986) separates Chryse
and Acidalia from the highlands. Chryse/Acidalia contain the larg-
est low albedo and high thermal inertia region in the lowlands
(Mellon et al., 2000; Putzig et al., 2005). These properties are indic-
ative of exposed rocks (i.e., cobble- and boulder-sized fragments of
consolidated materials) and bedrock, among other materials.

Early regional studies (Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Rotto and Tana-
ka, 1995; Tanaka, 1997) were based on Viking Orbiter images of
moderate spatial resolution (tens of meters per pixel) and focused
on the analysis of geomorphologic and albedo features. Scott and
Tanaka (1986) mapped central Acidalia as late Hesperian lava
flows or alluvial/aeolian deposits (units Hvm, Hvg, Hvr) and late
Amazonian lava flows (Aa5), with early Amazonian lava flows
(Aa1) to the south. Subsequent studies assigned a sedimentary ori-
gin to these Chryse/Acidalia deposits: Rotto and Tanaka (1995)
interpreted them as mostly lacustrine; Tanaka (1997) proposed
they originated by flood outwash and mass flow activity. According
to Scott and Tanaka (1986) the floor of Kasei Valles and the other
outflow channels, as well as Chryse’s periphery, are covered by late
Hesperian alluvial deposits (Hch, Hchp, Hcht). Rotto and Tanaka
(1995) and Tanaka (1997) dated those late Hesperian to early Ama-
zonian. Kasei Valles west of 293�E appears draped by early Amazo-
nian lava flows (At4) (Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Rotto and Tanaka,
1995; Tanaka, 1997).

More recent studies (Tanaka et al., 2003, 2005) based on topo-
graphic and imaging data of higher spatial resolution (few meters
per pixel) coincide in general with some of the earlier interpreta-
tions (Rotto and Tanaka, 1995; Tanaka, 1997) and emphasize the
role of permafrost-related processes in the deformation of near-
surface deposits.

We have analyzed in detail the region between 10–60�N, 290–
360�E. Landforms previously identified in this region that could
indicate past volcanism and/or water activity (frozen or liquid) in-
clude: tuya-like mesas, giant polygons, bright mounds, lava-like
flows, and rampart craters with layered ejecta. New landforms
identified in this study include possible glacial (drumlins, eskers,
kettles) and volcanic features (vents, columnar jointing, deflated
flows; rootless cones are also indicative of water interaction). Back-
ground information on some of these relevant landforms is sum-
marized next.

1.1.1. Glaciovolcanic landforms and deposits
Terrestrial tuyas, flat-topped volcanic edifices of intraglacial ori-

gin, range between 1 and 10 km across and may reach up to
1000 m in height. They are characterized by pillow lavas and hyal-
oclastite deposits extruded under an ice-sheet, overlain by flat sub-
aerial lava flows; the elevation of the base of the lava cap is
indicative of ice thickness at the time of formation. The slopes of
most tuyas are covered by talus typically consisting of decame-
ter-scale lava blocks and hyaloclastite fragments. Some tuyas exhi-
bit central edifices, conical or irregular in shape, resulting from
continued subaerial eruptions. Subglacial mounds indicate lack of
subaerial activity (Fig. 2). Examples of glaciovolcanism have been



Fig. 2. (A) Development of a subglacial mound and tuya (after Hickson (2000) and Jones (1968)). (B) Herdubreid (Iceland) is an anomalously tall (1000 m) tuya with a top
plateau approximately 2 km across and a subaerial volcanic cone some 150 m in height (Van Bemmelen and Rutten, 1955). (C) Hlodufell (Iceland) is an approximately 5-by-
3 km tuya with subdued summit cone vents (picture courtesy of Ian Skilling). (D) Gaesafjoll (Iceland), a tuya with central crater with low spatter ramparts; surrounding plains
are covered by younger postglacial lava flows. North is down, illumination is from the top (airphoto from Van Bemmelen and Rutten (1955)).
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described in Iceland (Pjetursson, 1900; Van Bemmelen and Rutten,
1955; Kjartansson, 1966; Jones, 1966, 1968, 1970; Werner et al.,
1996; Jakobsson and Gudmundsson, 2008), Canada (Mathews,
1947, 1951; Moore et al., 1995; Hickson, 2000), the United States
(Hoare and Conrad, 1978, 1980), Antarctica (Wörner and Vierek,
1987; Smellie and Skilling, 1994; Smellie, 2006), and the Russian
Federation (Komatsu et al., 2007a,b).

Hyaloclastite deposits are the essential constituent of intragla-
cial volcanics in Iceland, covering about 15,000 km2 in tuyas,
mounds, ridges, and extensive flows combined with columnar
basalt. Intra- and interglacial lavas, as well as moraines and fluvio-
glacial deposits are other important components (Jakobsson,
2000). Large deposits of hyaloclastites have also been described
in intraglacial volcanic deposits in Antarctica (Smellie and Skilling,
1994; Le Masurier, 2002) and Canada (Hickson, 2000). Most terres-
trial hyaloclastites are basaltic in composition and are a mixture of
crystalline fragments and sideromelane (basaltic glass), an unsta-
ble material that in a low-temperature, aqueous environment
undergoes palagonitic alteration. Palagonitization produces smec-
tites (Hay and Iijima, 1968; Singer, 1974; Jakobsson, 1978; Eggle-
ton and Keller, 1982; Jakobsson and Moore, 1986; Zhou et al.,
1992; Bishop et al., 2002) ranging in composition between Mg-rich
and Fe-rich endmembers (Drief and Schiffman, 2004). Since glass
has very subtle spectral features, the spectroscopic signature of
hyaloclastic deposits is dominated by that of Mg- and Fe-rich
smectites. Palagonitization products often act as a cement, thus



Fig. 3. Glacial landforms and their spatial relationship. The direction in which the ice flowed (to the lower right) is indicated by the sharper point of the drumlins.
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enhancing the preservation of hyaloclastite deposits (Hickson,
2000; Jakobsson and Gudmundsson, 2008).

Landforms suggestive of volcanoglacial activity on Mars have
been previously identified. Narrow ridges and mesas, some topped
by conical or irregular edifices, were first observed in Viking imag-
ery of the Cydonia region of Mars. They were initially interpreted
as remnants of a unit overlying the northern plains (Guest et al.,
1977). Hodges and Moore (1978 and reference therein to a private
communication by R.B. Hargraves) and Allen (1979, 1980) recog-
nized the similarity between these and terrestrial tuyas. A tuya ori-
gin has been proposed for features observed elsewhere in the
northern plains (Allen, 1979, 1980), in the south circumpolar re-
gion (Ghatan and Head, 2002), and in Valles Marineris (Chapman
and Tanaka, 2001; Chapman, 2003).
1.1.2. Glacial landforms
Terrestrial ice sheets extended well into mid-latitude regions

during the last glacial period in the Pleistocene. Once the ice
masses receded, swarms of characteristic erosional and deposi-
tional glacial landforms (e.g., moraines, drumlins, eskers, kettles;
Fig. 3) were unveiled. Brief descriptions of these follow; a full dis-
cussion of glacial landforms can be found in Benn and Evans (1998)
and Bennett and Glasser (2009), among others.

Ice sheets transport loose debris (till) that are deposited as mor-
aines, either on the ground or at the ice margins. The overriding ice
may sculpt its substrate into drumlins (Close, 1867), elongated
tear-shaped hills tens of meters high and hundreds of meters long.
Hundreds-to-thousands of drumlins may occur in close proximity
forming drumlin fields; their long axes indicate the direction of
ice movement with their sharper tips pointing downflow (Benn
and Evans, 1998).

Meltwater may produce streams that carve tunnels into the ice
and eventually deposit their bedload along those tunnels. Once the
ice disappears the filled tunnels remain as eskers, long (often kilo-
metric), sinuous hills with broad-to-sharp crests (Warren and Ash-
ley, 1994; Benn and Evans, 1998).

A retreating ice mass may leave isolated blocks behind; if active
deposition occurs simultaneously, the ice blocks may be sur-
rounded by till. After ice melting and/or ablation, depressed areas
(kettles) will remain in their place (Flint, 1957; Clark, 1969; Benn
and Evans, 1998); kettle diameters may range from tens of meters
to more than 10 km. Conversely, kames are hills resulting from
deposition of till in depressions on a retreating ice sheet (Holmes,
1947; Clayton, 1964; Benn and Evans, 1998).
Individual samples of each of these ancient landforms may be
too degraded and inconclusive by themselves to support interpre-
tations of past glacial processes acting on a landscape. The occur-
rence of swarms of several of these landforms in close spatial
association strengthens the interpretation of past ice-sheet
activity.

In Section 2.2 of this study we describe possible drumlins, es-
kers, and kettles in Chryse/Acidalia. Sinuous, shallow depressions
with medial ridges in Chryse had been previously interpreted as re-
lated to convergent ice streams or to eskers (Rotto and Tanaka,
1995 and references therein). Kargel et al. (1995) described fea-
tures reminiscent of terrestrial moraines and eskers elsewhere in
the lowlands (e.g., in Arcadia, Elysium, Isidis, and Utopia Planitiae).
Fishbaugh and Head (2000, 2001) identified possible kames, ket-
tles, and eskers in the circumpolar regions. Head and Pratt
(2001) and Ghatan and Head (2004) described putative meltwater
drainage valleys and eskers in the southern circumpolar regions.
Esker-like features have also been described in the Argyre basin
(Carr and Evans, 1980; Howard, 1981; Kargel and Strom, 1992;
Hiesinger and Head, 2002); Banks et al. (2009) analyzed these
landforms with higher spatial resolution data, confirming that they
are most consistent with glacial eskers.
1.1.3. Martian landforms indicative of a fluid-rich substratum
Giant polygons. These features were first observed on Mariner 9

images (Mutch et al., 1976) and have since been identified in
extensive regions of Acidalia, Elysium, and Utopia Planitiae as well
as in Vastitas Borealis (Pechmann, 1980). These landforms are
delineated by flat-floored troughs 200–800 m wide and average
trough spacing on the order of 5–10 km (Pechmann, 1980). They
are several orders of magnitude larger than terrestrial desiccation
cracks, cooling cracks, or periglacial polygons. Networks of sea
floor extensional fractures such as those described by Cartwright
(1994) may be their closest terrestrial equivalent. Several models
have been proposed to account for the origin of martian giant poly-
gons; all of them require fluid-rich materials and/or volcanism. The
two most widely accepted models are: contraction and compaction
of sediments or volcanic deposits over subjacent topography
(McGill, 1985a,b; Lucchitta et al., 1986; McGill and Hills, 1992),
and tectonic uplift and deformation following either the removal
of standing bodies of water and/or the freezing and expansion of
residual water buried by sediments (Hiesinger and Head, 2000).

Bright mounds. These domical landforms are ubiquitous
throughout Acidalia. They may reach 1 km in diameter, 36–65 m
in height (Farrand et al., 2005), and commonly exhibit one or more
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central pits. Unlike rootless cones, discussed later, bright mounds
commonly differ in albedo from their surroundings. Acidalia
mounds were initially discussed by Allen (1979) and Frey et al.
(1979); similar landforms are found elsewhere in the northern
plains (e.g., Isidis and Utopia Planitiae). Their origin is still the sub-
ject of much controversy. Farrand et al. (2005) discussed possible
terrestrial analogues for the bright mounds at Acidalia: cinder
cones, rootless cones, hydrothermal mud volcanoes, geyser-like
or spring-like constructs, and pingos. They found that mud volca-
nism and deposition around geysers and springs were most consis-
tent with their observations. Komatsu et al. (2007c) proposed that
at least some of the bright mounds found at Acidalia and elsewhere
on Mars may have been produced by liquefaction due to impact-in-
duced shockwaves. According to McGowan (2009), mounds at
Cydonia Mensae could be mud volcanoes produced by the release
of underground methane and/or CO2 gas.

Rampart craters. These features are impact craters with massive,
fluid-like, layered ejecta blankets, in cases many tens of kilometers
across. Rampart craters are commonly interpreted as indicators of
ground ice (Carr et al., 1977), although atmospheric effects have
also been invoked to explain their origin (Schultz and Gault,
1979; Schultz, 1986). The minimum size and distribution of ram-
part craters is believed to reflect the latitude-dependent depth of
an ice-rich zone at the time of impact (Kuzmin, 1988). Rampart
craters are ubiquitous throughout the northern lowlands, particu-
larly in Acidalia and Utopia (Costard and Kargel, 1995).

Rootless cones. Terrestrial rootless cones (also called pseudocrat-
ers) are constructional landforms produced by violent vaporization
of water as lava advances over wet materials, causing the expul-
sion of lava from the explosion site (Thorarinsson, 1953; Fagents
and Thordarson, 2007). Examples of martian rootless cones have
been documented in Elysium and Amazonis Planitiae and perhaps
also in Isidis and Utopia Planitia (Greeley and Fagents, 2001; Lan-
agan et al., 2001 and references therein; Fagents et al., 2002; Bruno
et al., 2004; Fagents and Thordarson, 2007; Jaeger et al., 2007; Kes-
zthelyi et al., 2010). The diameters of both terrestrial and martian
rootless cones range between several meters and several tens of
meters. Previous workers referred to rootless cones in Acidalia (Al-
len, 1979; Frey et al., 1979). Subsequent studies (Farrand et al.,
2005) based on higher-resolution data classified those landforms
as bright pitted mounds because of their morphology and reflec-
tance relative to the surroundings. McGill (2005) mapped rootless
cones in the Cydonia Mensae and adjacent Acidalia regions.

1.2. Data description

We have investigated the morphology, color, and brightness
properties of relevant Chryse/Acidalia landforms and deposits ana-
lyzing close to 190 HiRISE images. The HiRISE camera (McEwen
et al., 2007), onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), typ-
ically acquires images of variable length and 6 km swath-width in
the visible and near-infrared portions of the spectrum at a scale of
25–32 cm per pixel (full resolution mode). Topography and cross-
cutting relationships have been studied utilizing HiRISE stereo ana-
glyphs (McEwen et al., 2010).

Other datasets providing broader regional coverage have also
been utilized to gain insight into the spatial distribution and rela-
tionships of landforms and deposits. MOLA, the Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter onboard Mars Global Surveyor (MGS), acquired elevation
data with along-track and vertical resolutions near 300 and 1 m,
respectively (Zuber et al., 1992). We utilized MOLA data for regio-
nal context as well as to estimate elevations, slopes, and heights of
various features. MOC (the Mars Orbiter Camera onboard MGS)
narrow-angle images have a spatial scale down to 1.5 m per pixel
(Malin et al., 1998). THEMIS (the Thermal Emissivity Imaging Sys-
tem onboard Mars Odyssey) collects 10-band thermal infrared
images at 100 m per pixel (Christensen et al., 2004) as well as five
visible bands at 19 m per pixel. HRSC (the High Resolution Stereo
Camera onboard Mars Express; Neukum and Jaumann, 2004) visi-
ble and near infrared images have a spatial scale down to 10 m per
pixel and allow for wide regional coverage. CTX (the Context Cam-
era onboard MRO; Malin et al., 2007) acquires broadband visible
images at 5–6 m per pixel.

Data acquired by CRISM (the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging
Spectrometer for Mars onboard MRO; Murchie et al., 2007) have
been utilized to constrain surface composition. CRISM operates in
the 0.36–3.92 lm range, where many relevant minerals have diag-
nostic absorption bands. In its Full Resolution Targeted mode it ac-
quires 545 bands at 18–20 m per pixel.
2. Observations

2.1. Chryse/Acidalia mesas

Mesas occur along a narrow zone in southern Acidalia–north-
eastern Chryse (Fig. 4). The thermophysical properties (albedo,
thermal inertia) of both mesas and surrounding plains are, at kilo-
meter-scales, those of a surface dominated by sand-size materials,
with rocks and bedrock, and perhaps some duricrust (Mellon et al.,
2000; Putzig et al., 2005). Higher resolution MOC narrow-angle and
THEMIS visible and infrared data show that the albedo and diurnal
surface temperature variations of the mesas are indistinguishable
from those of the surrounding plains. The imaging data indicate
this is due to homogeneous mantling materials blanketing most
of the region, including the mesas. However, some mantle-free
outcrops are apparent at HiRISE resolution.

Most mesas have one or more summit hills (central edifices) be-
tween 100 and 300 m in height, based on MOLA data. The total ele-
vation of the mesas (including central edifices, if present) with
respect to the surrounding plains is between approximately 100
and 500 m. Mesas have fairly consistent horizontal dimensions be-
tween 1.5 and 8 km (Fig. 5, Table 1).

As implied by their name, the mesas have remarkably flat tops
and steep sides. Their flanks appear mostly blanketed by talus and/
or mid-latitude mantle materials. Where the blanketing materials
are thin or non-existent, rocky outcrops are evident (Fig. 6). Cliffs
and horizontal or close-to-horizontal benches can be followed for
hundreds of meters along the flanks of some mesas, especially near
their summit (Fig. 6E). The morphology and continuity of these
cliffs and benches are suggestive of differential erosion of layered
materials. Large (up to 10 m across), angular (i.e., autochthonous)
boulders on the summit and flanks of the mesas (Fig. 6E) further
attest to their competent nature. Some summits are disrupted by
shallow craters devoid of apparent ejecta.

Central edifices are conical to irregular in shape (Fig. 5). The
best (i.e., mantle-free) outcrops show that the edifices consist of
layered bedrock (Fig. 7). Some of these edifices display central cra-
ters and radial lobate landforms that may extend beyond the sum-
mit of the mesa and down its flanks (Fig. 5G).

The surrounding plains are mostly blanketed by younger deposits
and/or regolith, as shown by superposition relationships. Some
plains areas that appear to lack such a mantle have been identified
in HiRISE scene PSP_008337_2160, adjacent to clustered mesas
and ridges (Fig. 5C). The surface exposed is mostly free of aeolian
materials and resolvable (i.e., >90 cm across) boulders. It appears di-
vided into tightly packed, bright tracts 3–9 m across (Fig. 8). Some
tracts show concentric zonation (bright periphery, dark core).

The only CRISM data of mesas and central edifices available at
the time of writing is centered on a cluster of hills and mesas near
Cydonia Mensae. These data show several distinct, spatially
coherent areas with the spectral signature of Mg-rich smectites (B.



Fig. 4. MOLA topography with spatial distribution of mesa groups (solid white polygons) identified in this study using MOC and THEMIS images. Red solid squares indicate
HiRISE scenes depicting mesas; the actual image width is approximately 1/10 that of the symbol. Cyan and dark blue elevation contours correspond to �4000 m and
�4400 m, respectively. Mesas are mostly confined to a 2500-by-300 km belt between those contours. Yellow circles show the minimum extent (995 km across) and main
topographic ring (1725 km across) of the impact basin that formed Chryse Planitia; the basin could have been up to be 3225 km in diameter (Frey, 2006). The belt of mesas
crosses the basin, and hence is younger. Open orange diamonds indicate HiRISE scenes showing blocky unit. Open yellow squares show smectites detected by CRISM in blocky
unit (west and south of Chryse/Acidalia) and on hills next to mesas (southeast Acidalia). Green lines show areas dominated by rocks/bedrock, according to their
thermophysical properties (Putzig et al., 2005); they might approximate the regional extent of the blocky unit. Purple areas indicate giant polygons. Numbers show location of
subsequent figures.
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Ehlmann, private communication). HiRISE images PSP_009708_
2205 and PSP_009985_2205 show that these regions coincide with
mantle-free outcrops of rocky layers protruding from the slopes of
hills between mesas. Some of the latter have central edifices.

Mesas occur mostly within a narrow belt, approximately
2500 km long and 300 km wide. This belt sits at a nearly constant
elevation, between �4000 and �4400 m (Fig. 4). These landforms
appear to be superimposed on the degraded impact basin that pro-
duced Chryse Planitia (Frey, 2006); the landscape is, thus, younger
than the impact and the highlands affected by it. The belt of mesas
is roughly parallel to but mostly hundreds of kilometers away from
the current highlands–lowlands boundary.

Mesas with and without central edifices are commonly grouped
and the groups are aligned in the downslope direction (Fig. 4). In
some instances features are associated with and parallel to either
a trough, a ridge, or a set of closely aligned cones or mounds
(Fig. 9). In one instance, mesas are roughly arranged in a circular
pattern around a 100-km-diameter quasi-circular depression near
34�N, 323�E, possibly the location of a buried impact crater (Fig. 4).
Our survey shows that mesas are more abundant east of 315�E.
Smaller ridges and hills are observed west of that longitude. Mesas,
ridges, and hills are the main positive relief features in this portion
of Chryse/Acidalia.

2.2. Blocky unit and associated landforms

CTX and HiRISE images show a complex landscape near the
western margin of Chryse/Acidalia. Several outcrops of a blocky
unit with pristine-looking buttes, hollows, and large sinuous ridges
have been identified in a 1500 km long area. This unit overlaps an
older ridge-and-furrow surface which is in places criss-crossed by
a network of thin ridges.

2.2.1. Ridge-and-furrow surface
The HiRISE images reveal – underneath an overlying blocky unit

described below – an older surface with parallel ridges and furrows
(Figs. 10 and 11). The elongated ridges are approximately 30–
130 m wide and can be followed without interruption for up to



Fig. 5. Examples of Acidalia mesas as seen by HiRISE. North is up; illumination is from the upper left. (A) PSP_009642_2215 (image centered near 41.12�N, 350.78�E). (B)
PSP_007638_2210 (40.76�N, 350.92�E). (C) PSP_008337_2160 (35.78�N, 344.38�E); asterisk indicates location of Fig. 8. (D) PSP_002166_2205 (40.05�N, 348.16�E). (E)
PSP_008430_2215 (41.15�N, 323.52�E); box indicates location of Fig. 7. (F) Anaglyph constructed from images PSP_008574_2210 and PSP_009497_2210 (40.76�N, 351.03�E),
adjacent to the image shown in panel B; box indicates location of Fig. 6E. (G) PSP_009497_2210 with MOLA Precision Experiment Data Records tracks; arrows indicate radial
lobate landforms. (H) Elevation profiles across the mesa shown in panel G.
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Table 1
Characteristics of Chryse/Acidalia mesas imaged by HiRISE. Height include that of central edifices, if present. Height of central edifice is shown in parentheses, where available.

HiRISE image ID Latitude (�) E longitude (�) Description Width � length � total height
(height of central edifice) (km)

PSP_009709_2155 35.293 322.29 Mesas with central edifices. N-most mesa shows blocky unit on
NE flank, layering

1.5 � 2.4 � 0.15
2.5 � 4.6 � 0.12

PSP_010143_2215 41.117 350.78 Mesas with central edifices. Cluster of craters on top of mesa 2.7 � 3.2 � 0.1
PSP_009642_2215 2.5 � 2.5 � 0.1

3.0 � 3.0 � 0.3
2.5 � 2.7 � 0.1

PSP_008574_2210 40.758 351.029 Mesa with central, cratered edifice 4.2 � 7.0 � 0.4 (0.12)
PSP_009497_2210
PSP_008430_2215 41.152 323.517 Mesa with central edifice. Layering in the latter 3.5 � 6.7 � 0.24
PSP_008429_2215 41.229 350.582 Mesa with central edifice 2.1 � 3.0 � 0.5 (0.3)
PSP_008351_2120 31.931 322.604 Mesas with central edifices. Mesas along trough. N-most mesa has

massive, densely fractured bedrock
2.4 � 3.4 � 0.37 (0.22)

PSP_008337_2160 35.779 344.383 Mesas with central edifices. Ridges. Layering on mesas. Cratered
central edifices. Troughs and possible blocky materials on
surrounding plains

2.6 � 5.0 � 0.15 (0.1)

PSP_007638_2210 40.756 350.917 Mesa with layering 3.5 � 5.75 � 0.2
PSP_005924_2210 40.54 350.089 Mesa and ridges. Layering on upper part of mesa 1.5 � 5.0 � ?
PSP_003234_2210 40.74 350.545 Bouldery butte and part of a mesa. Rocky layers on the top of mesa 1.7 � 2.5 � 0.2

2.5 � 3.0 � 0.2
PSP_002866_2225 42.153 319.296 Mesa and butte 2.0 � 2.0 � ?
PSP_002233_2225 1.5 � 2.0 � ?
PSP_002166_2205 40.05 348.159 Mesa with central edifices. Flat, layered, rocky unit exposed on the

top of mesa. Layering in central edifice
2.5 � 8 � 0.2–0.4

PSP_001810_2175 37.245 347.965 Mesa with central edifice. Flat, rocky unit exposed on the top of
mesa. Layering in central edifice.

1.5 � 2.8 � ?
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1.2 km (Table 2). The wider ones are flat-topped and show rounded
boulders up to 3 m across on their tops; because of mantling mate-
rials it is unclear if the boulders are in the ridge material or super-
imposed on the ridges. Their trend is consistently near N20�W, i.e.,
sub-parallel to the current regional slopes, which dip southeast/
east. CTX shows additional outcrops of this older ridge-and-furrow
surface with the same orientation, spread tens of kilometers apart
(Fig. 11).

The CTX image also shows a N75�E-trending graben-like recti-
linear trough more than 9 km long and 150 m wide (Fig. 11).
Cross-cutting relationships indicate that the trough is younger
than the ridge-and-furrow surface (Fig. 11E).

2.2.2. Thin ridges
A network of relatively thin ridges is superimposed on, and thus

is younger than, the ridge-and-furrow surface (Figs. 11 and 12).
The thin ridges, reminiscent of small inverted channels, are on
the order of 5–30 m across; individual segments are 180–960 m
long (Table 2). They are crested, linear to sinuous, and bouldery.
Unlike most fluvial networks they branch out at high angles. Thin
ridges appear to overlap both highs and lows of the ridge-and-fur-
row surface. Some of these thin ridges are directly connected to
and seem to emanate from cliffs and steep slopes of the blocky
unit. We have identified this same association between the
ridge-and-furrow surface, thin ridges, and the blocky unit else-
where in the regional CTX image (Fig. 11).

2.2.3. Blocky unit
We use the term ‘‘blocky unit’’ to refer to mostly mantle-free

materials identified in several HiRISE scenes.2 These materials are
cliff-forming (i.e., competent) and have the appearance of tightly-
packed blocks up to 10 m across; in places the blocks show a jig-
2 PSP_001482_2065, PSP_005715_2065, PSP_006532_2190, PSP_006743_2135,
PSP_007442_2085, PSP_007679_2250, PSP_008391_2190, PSP_008523_2060,
PSP_008642_2065, PSP_008826_2240, PSP_008958_2100, PSP_008971_2225,
PSP_009037_2160, PSP_009116_2240, PSP_009182_2215, PSP_009472_2215,
PSP_009538_2220.
saw-like arrangement (Fig. 13). Overall, the blocks appear homoge-
neous in brightness and texture; a few show concentric zonation
(Fig. 13B) that could indicate differences in composition (e.g., alter-
ation), texture, and/or relief. Blocky materials outcrop in a
700 � 60 Km2 area on the western margin of Chryse/Acidalia as well
as on the floor of Kasei Valles (Fig. 4). This range of outcrop locations
implies the blocky materials occur over a distance of more than
1500 km. The blocky unit outcrops coincide with zones of high-ther-
mal inertia and low-albedo, characteristic of abundant rocks and/or
bedrock exposed at the surface (Mellon et al., 2000; Putzig et al.,
2005). Fig. 4 includes an outline of parts of this thermal inertia unit
coinciding with outcrops of the blocky unit; the outline might
approximate the extent of the blocky materials. Other regions dom-
inated by rocks/bedrock were mapped by Putzig et al. (2005) along
the outflow channels in southeastern Chryse and over a large area
of the lowlands above latitude 45�N, surrounding Tempe Terra; a
preliminary examination of the data currently available has not
shown outcrops of the blocky unit in these regions.

Several outcrops of the blocky unit were targeted for CRISM
data acquisition to determine their composition. The data available
to-date indicate that the blocky unit contains widespread Mg-
smectites and mixtures of Mg- and Fe-smectites (B. Ehlmann, pri-
vate communication) (Figs. 4 and 14).

The blocky unit crops out in extensive sheet-like deposits,
buttes,3 hollows (i.e., steep-sided crater-like depressions), annular
hollows (i.e., steep-sided annular depressions), and large sinuous
ridges suggestive of inverted valleys (Fig. 10). These landforms ap-
pear rather pristine.
2.2.3.1. Buttes. These landforms are approximately 200–1200 m
across (Table 2). Some are lobate in planform, may be stepped,
and have ribbed surfaces reminiscent of the thin ridges described
above (Figs. 10 and 15).
3 The term ‘‘butte’’ is utilized as purely descriptive (i.e., a flat- or round-topped,
steep-sided landform, smaller in extent than a mesa) and thus does not imply an
erosional origin.



Fig. 6. Mantle-free outcrops on mesas. North is up; illumination is from the upper
left. (A) HiRISE image PSP_008351_2120 (31.93�N, 322.60�E); box shows location of
panel B. (B) Densely fractured rocky outcrops on the flank of mesa. (C) HiRISE image
PSP_009709_2155 (35.29�N, 322.29�E); box shows location of panel D. (D) Rocky
materials, partially masked by debris, on the flank of mesa. (E) Part of HiRISE image
PSP_008574_2210 (40.76�N, 351.03�E) showing evidence of layering along the
summit (white arrows) and flank of mesa; black triangles point downslope. See
Fig. 5F for context.
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2.2.3.2. Hollows and annular hollows. Hollows are 260–1900 m
across (Table 2) and – unlike most impact or volcanic craters – lack
elevated rims and ejecta. They have steep walls and flat floors
(Figs. 10 and 16). Some of the hollows are annular and have a cen-
tral flat-topped butte formed also by blocky materials; the eleva-
tion of the central butte is similar to that of the plains
surrounding the hollow. The slopes of the buttes and hollows re-
veal cross-sections of the blocky unit, showing some blocks that
appear to be almond-shaped and have contrasting dark cores.
2.2.3.3. Large sinuous ridges. The blocky unit also outcrops along
large sinuous ridges (Figs. 10 and 17) 50–600 m wide; some of
them can be followed for more than 17 km (Table 2). The tops of
these ridges are flat, level, and have large (up to 6 m across) angu-
lar blocks on their edges attesting to their rocky nature. The steep
flanks of the ridges are locally covered by what looks like frozen-
in-place, outflowing blocky unit deposits, which appear stepped
and ribbed (Fig. 17). HiRISE shows similar large sinuous ridges
elsewhere in western Chryse/Acidalia (PSP_009538_2220;
41.80�N, 309.75�E) and Kasei Valles (PSP_001482_2065; 26.02�N,
297.29�E) (Fig. 13C).
2.3. Other Chryse/Acidalia landforms

Other landforms previously identified throughout Chryse/Aci-
dalia include giant polygons, bright-colored mounds, and rampart
craters. We have analyzed the spatial relationship between these
landforms, the mesas, and the blocky unit. We have also contrasted
those with newly identified flow-like deposits, columnar jointing
and aligned cone-like craters.
2.3.1. Giant polygons
We estimate that giant polygons occupy over 9.0 � 105 km2 in

Acidalia and northeastern Chryse (Fig. 4). Lower-quality imagery,
due to winter hazes common at higher latitudes, and superim-
posed periglacial landforms make their northern limit unclear.
Gaps in the giant polygons region apparent at lower latitudes coin-
cide with younger impact crater ejecta. Giant polygons are mostly
constrained to elevations below �4400 m. They do occur above
�4400 m where Ares Vallis, one of the outflow channels, continues
into Acidalia. Features similar to giant polygon troughs appear on
the floor of a topographically depressed circular structure (proba-
bly a buried impact crater), and in other small areas. Our observa-
tions of mesas adjacent to giant-polygons indicate that the mesas
appear to be superposed on the troughs, and are not cut by them
(Fig. 18A).
2.3.2. Bright-colored mounds
Bright mounds with one or more pits are ubiquitous in Acidalia;

we have identified examples as far north as 49�N and as far west as
317�E (Fig. 1). As discussed above, winter hazes and periglacial
landforms may conceal similar mounds occurring farther north.
Mounds appear at all elevations in Acidalia Planitia, in areas with
and without giant polygons. Mounds can be found inside giant-
polygon-forming troughs as well as in the inter-trough areas
(Fig. 18B). We also observe that mounds are not confined to the
immediate vicinity of impact craters.
2.3.3. Rampart craters
Acidalia contains numerous examples of rampart craters. In all

the examples observed in this study, rampart craters overlap me-
sas with central edifices (Fig. 18C) as well as outcrops of the blocky
unit. Fig. 11A shows two rampart craters approximately 6 km in
diameter and relatively shallow for their size (150–200 m deep);
their fluidized ejecta and rays appear mostly unmodified by ero-
sive processes. Both craters contain concentric crater fill: roughly
concentric ridges and troughs in the crater’s floor.
2.3.4. Flow-like deposits
We have identified numerous examples of extensive sheet-like

deposits with lobate fronts in southern Acidalia and Chryse Plani-
tia. Bright-colored mounds overlapping these flow-like deposits
have been documented (Fig. 19.A). Instances illustrating the oppo-
site cross-cutting relationship (that is, flow-like deposits partly
overlapping bright-colored mounds) have also been observed
(Fig. 19.B).

Similarly to terrestrial kipukas, flow-like deposits surrounding
and even partly burying mesa-like features have been identified.
Figure 19.A shows an example of a mesa more than 180 m tall
(according to MOLA data) partially draped by flow-like deposits.



Fig. 7. Detail of HiRISE image PSP_008430_2215 (40.76�N, 351.03�E) showing central edifice. Arrows indicate layering in rocky, competent materials. See Fig. 5E for context.
North is up; illumination is from the upper left.

Fig. 8. Detail of HiRISE image PSP_008337_2160 (35.78�N, 344.38�E) showing an apparently mantle-free portion of the plains surrounding mesas. Surface appears divided
into tracts, some with concentric zonation (bright periphery, dark core). See Fig. 5C for context. North is up; illumination is from the upper left.
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2.3.5. Columnar deposits
We have identified a rocky, competent unit similar to those de-

scribed by Milazzo et al. (2009) (Fig. 19D and E). The columnar unit
crops out on the walls of a fresh-looking, 6-km diameter impact
crater. Individual columns are at least 3–14 m long and their
resolvable width ranges between 1 and 2 m. The stack of columns
arranged in tiers appears to be at least 300 m thick. This unit is in
close proximity (�10 km) to a more-than-15-km-long trough with
aligned clusters of pits inside (Fig. 9C). A tuya-like mesa with a cen-
tral edifice is found near the exposure of columnar jointing
(Fig. 19D).

2.3.6. Aligned cone-like craters
Fig. 19C shows several examples of constructional, cratered edi-

fices up to 100 m across with about the same reflectance as the
surrounding terrain. They are clearly arranged in rows, seemingly
the continuation of long, thin ridges. Cones and ridges are devel-
oped on flow-like materials; flow front-like features are evident
in images adjacent to that shown in Fig. 19C.

3. Discussion

3.1. Origin of mesas

Mesas and central edifices could be the erosional remnants of
two resistant units. Alternatively, they could be primary con-
structs. We consider the erosional remnants scenario first.

Mesas and central edifices occur along a narrow belt located
deep in the lowlands, mostly hundreds of kilometers away from
the highlands–lowlands boundary. The belt overlaps the locus of



Fig. 9. Spatial association between mesas and linear features. North is up;
illumination is from the upper left. (A) THEMIS visible image V13956004
(35.38�N, 321.75�E). Mesas with central edifices appear connected by linear ridges
inside troughs. (B) THEMIS visible image V28806011 (32.47�N, 336.52�E). White
arrows show small cones forming chain-like alignments with mesas; locally, cones
coalesce to form ridges. (C) Detail of HiRISE image PSP_008641_2105 (30.37�N,
323.37�E) showing a chain of pits in the floor of a trough. Linear ridges, troughs, and
aligned cones may be equivalent to terrestrial dikes/lava tubes, volcanic fissures,
and volcanic vents, respectively. See Fig. 19D for context.
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the large impact basin of Chryse Planitia (Fig. 4). This fact is hard to
reconcile with a pre-Chryse origin for either the mesas or the cen-
tral edifices. However, according to this scenario, the central edi-
fices in the belt could be erosional remnants of the ejecta or rim
of the Chryse-forming impact; the mesa materials would be emb-
aying (and, thus, be younger than) the central edifices. The mesas
themselves would be the erosional remnants of a once extensive
sub-horizontal infilling deposit, perhaps supplied by the outflow
channels. Such a scenario would be a plausible response to multi-
ple catastrophic floods passing from Chryse Planitia to Acidalia
Planitia. This model, though, does not account for mesas and cen-
tral edifices being often connected by troughs, ridges, or linear
clusters of small cones (Fig. 9).

Alternatively, mesas and central edifices could be primary vol-
canic constructs. The size of the mesas analyzed (1.5–8 km across,
100–500 m tall) is in the same order of magnitude as that of terres-
trial tuyas, which may reach horizontal dimensions up to 10 km
(Komatsu et al., 2007a) and are 200–1000 m in height (Table 2).

We have documented in mesas and central edifices both mate-
rials and landforms that are similar to those characteristic of ter-
restrial tuyas. The mesas appear to be formed by rocky,
competent materials with evidence of horizontal layering near
and at the summit. The scarce compositional data available to-date
for the mesas show abundant Mg-rich smectites in rocky layers of
hills interspersed with mesas. Smectites are common hydrous
alteration products of volcanic deposits and dominate the short-
wave infrared spectral signature (i.e., from approximately 1–
3 lm) of terrestrial volcanoglacial materials (see examples in
Bishop et al. (2002)).

The summit of mesas often display shallow craters of unclear
origin. If these craters were volcanic vents (similar to the example
in Fig. 2D), they could represent explosive phases of the eruption.
Alternatively, they could have resulted from impact activity. Coni-
cal to irregular edifices on the mesas at Acidalia are similar in
shape to terrestrial tuya-topping volcanic constructs (Van Bemme-
len and Rutten, 1955). Where free of mantle, the central edifices at
Acidalia appear rocky, competent, and show clear evidence of
close-to-horizontal layering (Fig. 7). Similarly, terrestrial con-
structs on top of tuyas (Fig. 2) are scoria/spatter cones composed
of glassy lapilli-to-bomb-size fragments; they often exhibit distinct
layering. The heights of both terrestrial and martian edifices are on
the order of few hundreds of meters. Arcuate ridges on mantled
mesa summits and central edifices (Fig. 7) resemble surface struc-
tures observed on terrestrial lava flows. This interpretation would
be consistent with a volcanic origin for mesas and central edifices.
However, similar arcuate ridges are ubiquitous throughout the
northern lowlands and could have been produced by reworking
of surface materials by periglacial processes (e.g., patterned
ground; Mellon et al., 2008).

The spatial distribution of mesas and central edifices is also con-
sistent with a primary volcanic origin. Mesas often appear grouped
in a linear fashion, connected by troughs, ridges, and/or chains of
cones (Fig. 9) similar to terrestrial graben and volcanic fissures,
dikes/lava tubes, and volcanic vents, respectively. If these landforms
are indeed volcanic, they could have been produced by extensional
and effusive episodes related to the tuya-forming activity.

The concentration of mesas along a belt of near-constant eleva-
tion may have been conditioned by the availability of both active
vents and a continuous mass of ice thick enough to host the tuyas.
A more modest layer of ice would have resulted in thinner hyalo-
clastic deposits and lavas (Edwards and Russell, 2002). The prefer-
ential alignment of mesas in the downslope direction may indicate
the location of volcanic fissures.

The significance of a few apparently mantle-free outcrops of
plains surrounding the mesas that appear divided in tracts
(Fig. 8) is unclear. The scale, shape, and zonation of the tracts are
similar to those of the blocky unit identified elsewhere (Figs. 4
and 13); large-scale landforms similar to those in the blocky unit
have not been observed in these plains outcrops. Due to the scar-
city of suitable data (imaging, spectral), it is not possible at this
stage to determine with certainty if this surface divided in tracts
is analogous to the blocky unit or how it originated. Possible inter-
pretations include: pillow lavas produced by subaqueous/subgla-
cial volcanism; columnar jointing in lava flows; tectonic or
unloading joints; periglacial sand- or ice-wedge polygons; and
polygonal cracks produced by desiccation of wet materials.

In summary, a volcanoglacial origin for mesas and central edi-
fices is most consistent with the available evidence. However,
definitive proof (such as conclusive identification of pillow lava
deposits) has not been identified.

3.2. Origin of the blocky unit and associated landforms

The morphology, scale, and uniform orientation of ridges and
furrows on an older surface underlying the blocky unit (Fig. 11)
show strong resemblance to terrestrial drumlins (Table 2,
Fig. 20A). According to this scenario, the ice that produced the mar-
tian ridges and furrows would have flowed parallel to them (i.e.,



Fig. 10. (A) HiRISE anaglyph constructed from images PSP_008826_2240 and PSP_009116_2240 (43.3�N, 309.5�E). (B) Interpretation. White areas: older ridge-and-furrow
surface underlying blocky unit ubiquitous elsewhere in the image. Yellow: Large sinuous ridge suggestive of an inverted valley; blocky unit materials spilling from it are
indicated by black arrows. Red circles: Buttes of blocky materials. Green circles: Hollows and annular hollows in blocky materials. Black numbered boxes indicate location of
subsequent figures. North is up; illumination is from the upper left.
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near N20�W). From the images and topographic data available it is
unclear whether the flow would have been to the southeast (con-
sistent with the current regional slope) or to the northwest. Alter-
natively, the ridges and furrows could be yardangs or radial rays in
an ejecta blanket. The presence of abundant rounded boulders on
the ridges would be consistent with a glacial scenario, but not with
an aeolian origin. The uniform orientation and morphology of
ridges and furrows, preserved over a distance of almost 50 km, ar-
gue against an impact origin.

The blocky unit has been identified over hundreds of kilometers
along the western margin of Chryse/Acidalia as well as on the floor
of Kasei Valles. It forms large sinuous ridges and sheet-like depos-
its with overflow-like features and lobate margins, indicative of
emplacement as a fluid flow. The spectral signature of the blocky
materials is indicative of abundant Mg-smectite and some Fe-
smectite (Figs. 4 and 14). Both are commonly produced by hydro-
thermal alteration or weathering of terrestrial mafic volcanic rocks
(Anthony et al., 1995) and are particularly abundant in low-tem-
perature hydrovolcanic materials. Thus, the spectral data suggests
a volcanic (lava flows) or volcanic-sedimentary (lahars) origin for
the blocky unit. The close spatial relationship between blocky
materials and lava flows on the floor of Kasei Valles (Scott and Ta-
naka, 1986; Rotto and Tanaka, 1995; Tanaka, 1997) further sug-
gests a volcanic component in their origin. A sedimentary (sensu
stricto) origin cannot, however, be ruled out completely.

As we explain below, we interpret certain landforms in the
blocky unit (large sinuous ridges, branching lateral deposits, lobate
flow fronts, buttes, and hollows) as suggestive of damming. The
pristine appearance of some of these landforms and lack of large
associated debris deposits indicate, though, that there has not been
substantial erosion in the region. We infer, thus, that the material
responsible for damming the blocky materials was an ice or ice-
rich deposit; nearby drumlin-like landforms reinforce this inter-
pretation. Numerous examples of terrestrial lava flows ponded
against ice have been described in the literature: cliffs up to
200 m tall produced by damming of lava flows by ice have been ob-
served in Canada (Edwards and Russell, 2002) and Iceland (Chap-
man, 2002; Stevenson et al., 2006). Landforms suggestive of
ponding of flow deposits (lavas or lahars) against ice-rich lobate
debris aprons have been described in lower Kasei Valles (Hauber
et al., 2008), in close proximity to the blocky unit outcrops de-
scribed here (Figs. 4 and 13).



Fig. 11. Ridge-and-furrow morphology. North is up; illumination is from the upper left. (A) CTX image P21_009116_2239 (43.59�N, 309.43�E) showing three outcrops of the
ridge-and-furrow surface (white boxes). Black box indicates location of Fig. 10. Arrows indicate graben-like trough over 9 km long. (B) Detail of the CTX image. (C)
Interpretation of the previous panel. White areas: Blocky materials, superimposed on and therefore younger than ridge-and-furrow surface. Black lines: Thin ridges, some of
which are connected to blocky unit outcrops. Thin ridges are superimposed on the ridge-and-furrow surface and hence are younger. (D) Detail of the CTX image. (E) Detail of
the CTX image. Arrows indicate graben-like trough over 150 m wide. (F) Subset of HiRISE anaglyph showing ridge-and-furrow surface in detail (PSP_008826_2240 and
PSP_009116_2240; 43.3�N, 309.5�E); see Fig. 10 for context.
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According to this interpretation, the large sinuous ridges are in-
verted valleys formed by ice-confined flow. The upper surfaces of
the inverted valleys appear flat and even, perhaps indicating that
they were not vertically confined; thus, their height may be indic-
ative of the locally modest thickness of the ice. (Alternatively, the
height of the flows may have been less than that of tunnels in
the ice.) The flow apparently further eroded through the ice along
its margins, producing overflowing blocky deposits such as those
shown in Fig. 17.

The hollows in the blocky unit are consistent with isolated
masses of ice being engulfed by the flow. Fig. 17 shows what we
interpret as a snapshot of one of these hollows in the making. Their
size and morphology is reminiscent of those of terrestrial kettles
(Table 2, Fig. 20B). The annular hollows (Fig. 16) could have formed
by blocky unit infill as the isolated ice masses degraded, first along
weak zones on the outside, then towards the center. The spatial
association of hollows, ridge-and-furrow outcrops, and large in-
verted valleys may indicate a waning ice deposit.

We interpret the thin ridges (Fig. 12) as esker-like features pro-
duced by a flow carving its way through the ice (Table 2, Fig. 20C).
Their crested tops, very high tributary junction angles, and branch-
ing patterns are most consistent with eskers (Kargel and Strom,
1992). Locally, the thin ridges seem to overlap both highs and lows
in the ridge-and-furrow surface, thus defying local slopes; this is
considered diagnostic of eskers (Shreve, 1985; Kargel and Strom,
1992; Pain et al., 2007).

Tightly-packed blocks of homogeneous brightness and texture,
arranged in a jigsaw-like manner (Fig. 13), suggest in situ fragmen-
tation of a unit of homogeneous composition. On the other hand,
steep outcrops in the blocky unit (Fig. 16B) show blocks whose



Table 2
Morphometric descriptors of possible glaciovolcanic landforms identified in this study and comparison to proposed terrestrial analogues.

Martian feature Average dimensions, mean(±standard
deviation) (m)

Possible terrestrial analogue Average dimensions (m)

Mesas 2430(±750) � 3920(±1820) � 230(±120)a

(width � length � height)
Tuyas? <10,000 � <10,000 � 200–1,000b

1700 � 1700 � <700c

2400 � 3200 � <450d

1900 � 7100 � 460e (width � length � height)
Buttes 478(±243)f (diameter) Subglacial mounds? 3000 � 3540 � 310e

100–500 � 100–500 � 20–100g (width � length � height)
Ridges and furrows 76(±21) � 460(±211)f (width � length) Drumlins 120–300 � 250–1000h (width � length)
Thin ridges 5–30 � 469(±229)f,i (width � length) Eskers 50–100 � ? � 14–20g (width � length � height)
Hollows, annular

hollows
818(±469)f (diameter) Kettles �20j

5–180k

615,000l (diameter)
Large sinuous ridges 153(±156) � 17,000f (width � length) Inverted valleys resulting

from ice-confined flows
100–500 � 25,000 � 30–450g (width � length � height)

Rounded blocks with
zonation

3–9 (diameter) Pillow lavas? 1–10 mm

6100 mn

a Average from data in Table 1.
b Chapman et al. (2000).
c McGarvie (2009).
d Mathews (1947).
e Komatsu et al. (2007a).
f Height could not be determined due to resolution constraints.
g Lescinsky and Fink (2000).
h Clark et al. (2009).
i Estimated average width.
j Magilligan et al. (2001).
k Nichol (2001).
l From NASA image created by Jesse Allen, Earth Observatory, using data obtained courtesy of the University of Maryland’s Global Land Cover Facility (http://

visibleearth.nasa.gov).
m Walker (1992).
n Goto and McPhie (2004).

Fig. 12. Subset of HiRISE anaglyph (PSP_008826_2240 and PSP_009116_2240;
43.3�N, 309.5�E). Thin ridges superimposed on ridge-and-furrow surface. Green
triangles show thin ridges that appear to be connected to blocky unit outcrops to
the west. White triangle shows one of several instances in which thin ridges branch
out at high angles. Yellow arrows show thin ridge overlapping both highs and lows
on the ridge-and-furrow surface. See Fig. 10 for context. North is up; illumination is
from the upper left.
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shape, scale, and concentric zonation are comparable to terrestrial
pillow lavas (Table 2, Fig. 20D). Pillow lavas would be considered
diagnostic of subaqueous or subglacial volcanism (Snyder and Fra-
ser, 1963). Further high-resolution coverage of similar outcrops
would be needed to confidently interpret their nature.

To sum up, morphological and compositional evidence from the
blocky unit is most consistent with lava flows that interacted with
a waning mass of ice. However, we still lack observations that are
clearly diagnostic of lava–ice interaction. For example, well-re-
solved pillows would be proof of these materials being lava flows
rather than mudflows resulting from mixing volcano-sedimentary
or sedimentary materials and water.

3.3. Further evidence of fluid and volcanic activity

We interpret the giant polygons, bright mounds, and rampart
craters identified throughout Chryse/Acidalia as indicative of fluid
activity. Newly identified evidence most consistent with volcanism
at Chryse/Acidalia include: flow-like deposits with signs of defla-
tion, columnar deposits, and vent-like landforms. Aligned cone-like
craters similar to terrestrial rootless cones may be indicative of
volcanism–fluid interaction in the region.

The origin of both martian giant polygons and bright-colored
mounds is unclear; however, all current models require fluid-rich
materials and/or volcanism for their formation. Given the size of
the area in Acidalia and northeastern Chryse displaying these mor-
phologies and deposits (giant polygons have been identified over
9.0 � 105 km2, bright mounds over a similarly extensive area), such
processes were active extensively. Cross-cutting relationships indi-
cate that the giant polygons predate the formation of mesas and
bright-colored mounds. Mounds do not seem to be confined to
the immediate vicinity of impact craters; therefore, an origin other
than shock-induced liquefaction (Komatsu et al., 2007c) has to be
invoked for some, if not all of these mounds.

Rampart craters are considered further indicators of an ice-rich
substratum (Costard and Kargel, 1995). Concentric crater fill is be-
lieved to result from compression caused by viscous flow of a thick
mixture of rocks, soils, and ice inward from the crater’s walls
(Squyres, 1979), similar to what is observed in rock glaciers on
Earth (Lucchitta, 1984; Squyres and Carr, 1986).

http://visibleearth.nasa.gov
http://visibleearth.nasa.gov


Fig. 13. (A) Subset of HiRISE PSP_008971_2225 (42.30�N, 309.88�E) showing flow front-like landforms in blocky unit. (B) Blocky unit in detail; see panel A for context. Arrow
indicates block with possible concentric zonation. (C) Subset of HiRISE PSP_001482_2065 (26.02�N, 297.29�E) showing lobate features in blocky materials on the floor of Kasei
Valles. Arrows indicate large sinuous ridge suggestive of an inverted valley similar to that in Fig. 10. (D) Blocky unit in detail, see panel C for context. North is up in all panels
and illumination is from the upper left.
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Sheet-like deposits with lobate fronts are interpreted as signs of
flow activity, either volcanic (most consistent with nearby land-
forms and deposits discussed next), volcano-sedimentary, or sedi-
mentary. Flow-like fronts partly covering bright-colored mounds
(Fig. 19.B) and mounds piercing through flow-like deposits
(Fig. 19.A) suggest several successive episodes of flow activity
and mound formation. Deflation of a thick flow must have occurred
to partially drape the summit of a 180-m tall mesa (Fig. 19A). Lo-
bate flow front-like margins both surrounding the base of the mesa
and on top of it are consistent with several successive episodes of
flow activity. A large turbulent flow could have surrounded and
partially covered the mesa; deflation ensued. Another flow of more
modest volume followed, reaching the base of the mesa and thus
producing lobate margins surrounding its base. Deflation of turbu-
lently emplaced thick lava flows has been proposed to explain
deposits found elsewhere on Mars (Athabasca Valles; Jaeger
et al., 2010).

Because of the prominent columns and their arrangement in
multiple tiers we consider the columnar deposits described earlier
(Fig. 19E) a ‘‘definite’’ example (Milazzo et al., 2009) of columnar
jointing in volcanic deposits. Entablature (highly fractured zones
sometimes presenting thin, fanning columns) which would be
indicative of lava–water interaction has not been identified in
the available data.

Clusters of pits aligned inside a trough in the vicinity of these
columnar deposits (Fig. 9C) are similar in scale and morphology
to terrestrial spatter cones in volcanic fissures. Aligned cone-
shaped edifices similar to terrestrial rootless cones may be further
indication of a volcanic origin for these flows (Fig. 19C) and of a
fluid-rich substratum. It has been proposed that terrestrial rootless
cones develop along lava tubes (Bruno et al., 2004; Fagents and
Thordarson, 2007) as lava advances over wet materials.

3.4. Paleoclimatic implications

Because of dramatic variations in obliquity (between 14� and
48�; Ward, 1992), Mars experiences periods of contrasting solar
incidence and thus climate. Numerical models show that, in fact,
the most probable obliquity values over the last 4 Gyr are very
far from the present value (25.19�) and rather close to 41.80� (Las-
kar et al., 2004). The latest period of high mean obliquity may have
ended as recently as 5 Myr ago (Laskar, 1988; Laskar et al., 2004).

Climate models indicate that during periods of high obliquity
(>40�), water ice would become unstable at the poles, subliming



Fig. 14. CRISM spectral data show smectites in the blocky unit. (A) Subset of CRISM
scene FRT0000b147_07 (43.41�N, 309.48�E). Box shows location of Fig. 17. North is
up; illumination is from the upper left. (B) CRISM-derived map showing Mg-
smectite occurrences along large sinuous ridges suggestive of and inverted valley,
in outflow deposits, and elsewhere in the blocky unit. (C) CRISM ratioed reflectance
spectrum representative of the Mg-smectite-rich areas (modified from B. Ehlmann,
private communication). Arrow points to diagnostic 2.31 lm Mg–OH combination
band. Ratioing spectra of interest by that of a nearby region of low spectral contrast
is a standard processing technique. It minimizes residual calibration and atmo-
spheric removal artifacts and thus emphasizes relevant spectral features (Murchie
et al., 2007; Mustard et al., 2008).

5 The basal shear stress in ice sheets and glaciers (s) is given by s = q � g � h � S (Nye,
1951), where q is the density of ice, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the ice
thickness, and S is the ice surface slope using a small angle approximation in which
sin(S) = S. Ice sheet flow occurs when a threshold shear stress at the base of the ice is
exceeded. Using 0.6 bar for s (Banks and Pelletier, 2008), 3.71 m/s2 for g, and 920 kg/
m3 for q [based on the assumption that the ice is primarily H2O ice as it is in the south
and north polar layered deposits (e.g., Pathare et al., 2005; Koutnik et al., 2005;
Kieffer, 1990; Langevin et al., 2005; Picardi et al., 2005; Plaut et al., 2007; Phillips
et al., 2008)], the resulting minimum ice thickness required for flow would be
approximately 500–1000 m for slopes up to 2�. Such slopes are in the range presently
observed in the drumlin-rich areas. It should be noted that this is only an estimate as
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and accumulating at lower latitudes (Toon et al., 1980; Jakosky and
Carr, 1985; Jakosky et al., 1995). Water ice deposits would be much
more extensive than at present, resulting in year-round stability of
surface water ice in the northern tropics (Richardson and Wilson,
2002). Jakosky and Carr (1985) calculated that, at 45� obliquity,
2 km of ice could be removed from the poles; we estimate that this
would result in a 40 m thick layer of ice if it were uniformly depos-
ited between ±45� latitude.4 However, because local ice thickness
4 Twenty centimeters of ice removed annually from the summer cap and deposited
uniformly between ±45� latitude would result in a 0.4 cm thick layer of ice (Jakosky
and Carr, 1985).
would vary according to atmospheric circulation patterns (Richard-
son and Wilson, 2002), thermal inertia, and topography (Mischna
et al., 2003) it is possible that a few hundred-meters thick ice-sheet
accumulated in parts of Chryse/Acidalia. Modeling results show that,
indeed, ice accumulation at Acidalia would amply surpass the aver-
age values in the northern hemisphere (Mischna et al., 2003)
(Fig. 21).

Thus, the observations we have presented here could plausibly
be explained by an ice sheet stable at Chryse/Acidalia during a
high-obliquity period. Such an ice sheet would only need to be of
modest dimensions, covering a surface on the order of
2 � 106 km2 (similar to Greenland’s ice sheet), with thicknesses
of a few hundreds of meters. Those thicknesses would be sufficient
for ice flow,5 required for drumlin formation.

Landforms indicative of fluid (water/ice) activity have been de-
scribed in some other regions where thick ice would accumulate
under high-obliquity conditions (Fig. 21). Giant polygons have
been identified on Elysium and Utopia Planitiae (Pechmann,
1980). Skinner and Tanaka (2007) interpreted mounds and cones
in Utopia as resulting from mud volcanism. Volcanic/fluid interac-
tion has also been described in some of these regions. Rootless
cones have been identified at Elysium, Amazonis, and perhaps Isi-
dis and Utopia (Keszthelyi et al., 2010). Columnar jointing exhibit-
ing entablature has been described at Amazonis Planitia (Milazzo
et al., 2009).

Alternatively, the glacial landforms identified at Chryse/Acidalia
could be explained by in-place freezing of water provided by the
large outflow channels debouching in Chryse/Acidalia. This sce-
nario would not necessitate an obliquity-related climatic change,
but it would require a large influx of liquid water and its preserva-
tion as a frozen body to allow the development of drumlins, eskers,
kettles, and perhaps tuyas.
3.5. Geological history

Three models integrating the landforms and deposits described
above are proposed (Fig. 22). Ice deposits in all three models could
have originated either due to accumulation during a high-obliquity
period or from in-place freezing of water provided by the outflow
channels, as explained above.

According to model I, glacial and volcanic activity took place
separately in Chryse/Acidalia. The outflow channels would have
worked as both erosive and depositional agents. The initial high
discharge would have eroded the remnants of the highlands and
earlier flood deposits. The later waning stage would have deposited
a sub-horizontal layer of new sediment, which was later eroded.
The central edifices would be erosional remnants of the ejecta or
rim of the Chryse-forming impact; the mesas would be part of a
younger infilling unit deposited around the remnants, and later
eroded back.
the actual values for s and S are not known. A temporary heat source under the ice,
such as a volcanic eruption, would produce meltwater at the base of the ice increasing
the water pressure, reducing the resistive drag at the bed (Hooke, 2005), and thus
reducing h. Some impurities or CO2 ice mixed in with the H2O ice could cause
softening of the ice, influencing the yield strength, and further decreasing h.



Fig. 15. Stepped butte of blocky material. (A) Subset of HiRISE anaglyph (PSP_008826_2240 and PSP_009116_2240; 43.3�N, 309.5�E). (B) Detail of area in box in A. Butte is
lobate in planform, has steep flanks and a ribbed surface reminiscent of the thin ridges. See Fig. 10 for context. North is up; illumination is from the upper left.
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It is plausible that the outflow channels would have debouched
into an ice-filled basin, depositing the blocky materials with large
inverted valleys, eskers, and kettle holes. Volcanic landforms iden-
tified throughout Chryse/Acidalia would be largely unrelated to
either mesas or blocky deposits. This model fails to explain the spa-
tial relationship between mesas and possible volcanic landforms
(e.g., fissures, dikes/lava tubes, and cones) (Fig. 9).

According to model II the mesas originated by volcanic activity
nearby and the flows that deposited the blocky materials were
either volcanic or volcano-sedimentary. The source of these flows
would have been outside Chryse/Acidalia, either in Tempe Fossae
or in/around the circum-Chryse outflow channels.

Graben-like structures that could have acted as volcanic con-
duits have been identified adjacent to the blocky unit (Fig. 11).
According to their orientation and location, they could be related
to Tempe Fossae, a volcanic extensional system analogous to a ter-
restrial continental rift (Hauber and Kronberg, 2001). The outflow
channels debouching into Chryse/Acidalia from the south could
also have been conduits for volcanic or volcano-sedimentary flows
that originated upstream. [Carving of the outflow channels by vol-
canic flows has also been proposed (Leverington, 2004).] As noted
earlier, volcanic flows have been identified on the floor of Kasei
Valles (Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Rotto and Tanaka, 1995; Tanaka,
1997) barely 300 km west of blocky unit outcrops.

In either case the distances covered by the flows would have
been on the order of hundreds of kilometers; similar volcanic flow
distances have been observed elsewhere. Martian lava flows
1400 km in length have been identified in Elysium Planitia (Jaeger
et al., 2010). Terrestrial lava flows hundreds of kilometers long
have also been documented in the Deccan Trap (Self et al., 2008)



Fig. 16. Annular hollow in blocky unit. (A) Subset of HiRISE anaglyph (PSP_008826_2240 and PSP_009116_2240; 43.3�N, 309.5�E); box shows location of panel B. (B) Detail of
south-facing wall in hollow. Arrow points at almond-shaped block with dark core and contrastingly bright periphery. See Fig. 10 for context. North is up; illumination is from
the upper left.

Fig. 17. Outflow deposit of blocky unit, apparently spilled southward from a large sinuous ridge suggestive of an inverted valley. Detail of HiRISE anaglyph
(PSP_008826_2240 and PSP_009116_2240; 43.3�N, 309.5�E). Arrows in inset indicate the possible direction of flow of two distinct arms of blocky materials, perhaps
surrounding a now vanished obstacle, and thus forming the precursor of a hollow similar to those observed nearby. (Unlike impact craters, (i) this feature shows no ejecta; (ii)
its ‘‘rim’’, which is open to the SW, has a flat top and equally steep inner and outer flanks; and (iii) its flat ‘‘floor’’ is at an elevation similar to that of the surrounding plains.)
See Figs. 10 and 14 for context. North is up; illumination is from the upper left.
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Fig. 18. Landforms indicative of a fluid-rich substratum: giant polygons, bright mounds, and rampart crater. North is up; illumination is from the upper left. (A) Subset of
THEMIS visible image V14317007 (40.66�N, 348.85�E). Mesas and central edifices are not affected by (and thus are younger than) giant-polygon-forming troughs. (B)
Anaglyph constructed from HiRISE images PSP_007770_2205 and PSP_007981_2205 (40.05�N, 345.56�E). Younger bright pitted mounds overlap (and thus are younger than)
giant-polygon-forming troughs and inter-polygon areas. (C) Subset of THEMIS visible image V26909020 (36.58�N, 345.18�E). Rampart crater ejecta overlaps mesa with
central edifice adjacent to the north.
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and Columbia River flood basalts (Tolan et al., 1989; Thordarson
and Self, 1998). Volcano-sedimentary flows could have extended
even longer distances.

Once in Chryse/Acidalia, the flows encountered ice deposits; in-
verted valleys, esker-like features, and kettle holes resulted from
the flow-ice interaction. Volcanic flows could potentially have con-
tinued moving downslope towards the center of Chryse/Acidalia as
invasive flows, burrowing their way under an increasingly thick
ice-sheet. Tuya formation would have required the invasive flows
to advance along tens or perhaps even hundreds of kilometers.
Although not without controversy, it has been proposed that those
distances could have been viable in some terrestrial invasive lava
flows and sills (Byerly and Swanson, 1978; Beeson et al., 1979;
Rawlings et al., 1999; Liss et al., 2004; Sheth et al., 2009). However,
the pressure required for an invasive volcanic flow to extrude
through a layer of ice sufficiently thick to host a tuya (�100 m)
greatly exceeds current models and observations of flow. Hence,
tuyas could not have been produced by volcanic flows extruded
elsewhere; local volcanism is required.

According to model III the blocky unit, mesas, and other volca-
nic landforms observed in Chryse/Acidalia would have originated
from volcanic sources spread throughout the region nearby; fis-
sures and other vents would be mostly concealed by the flows
themselves. The tuya concentration along a narrow belt of constant
elevation would reflect the presence of volcanic vents underneath
an ice-sheet of sufficient thickness; the latter would be largely a
function of elevation.

Volcanics extruding under an ice-covered Chryse/Acidalia basin
would result in an ice-thickness dependent (and, thus, topography-
dependent, at the regional scale) sequence of glaciovolcanic depos-
its consistent with our observations. Tuyas would be relegated to a
belt defined by an ice-sheet thick enough to serve as scaffolding for
these landforms. Near the edge of the basin, where the ice would
have been thinner, only sheet-like hyaloclastic deposits and low
subglacial mounds would have formed (the sheet-like deposits
and buttes in the blocky unit). Between these and the fully-devel-
oped tuyas there would be ridges and subglacial mounds similar to
landforms observed west of 315�E. As the ice receded, volcanism
continued producing rootless cones, indicative of interaction with
a fluid-rich substratum. Vent-like fissures and pits, columnar join-
ting, and deflation of flows add to the evidence for volcanism in the
area. Both bright mounds and rampart craters are additional indi-
cators of a fluid-rich substratum; the former may also indicate vol-
canic activity.

Dating central edifices and mesas would be key to evaluating
the validity of the models proposed above. However, age determi-
nation by crater counting techniques is not applicable due to the
insufficient surface area of these landforms, and crater retention



Fig. 19. Landforms indicative of volcanic activity (A–E) and possible volcano–water interaction (C). North is up; illumination is from the upper left. (A) Subset of THEMIS
visible image V27645026 (44.59�N, 353.20�E) showing a kipuka-like feature. Dark flow-like materials embay and partly bury a mesa. Black arrow points at the base of the
mesa, white arrow at the front of the deflated flow-like materials covering part of the summit. White triangles indicate bright pitted mounds piercing through the flow-like
materials. (B) Subset of THEMIS visible image V27409030 (41.61�N, 321.19�E). Arrows show dark flow-like materials embaying and partly covering older bright mounds. (C)
Subset of THEMIS visible image V27147024 (38.80�N, 319.29�E). Arrows show chains of possible rootless cones aligned with ridges. (D) Subset of THEMIS visible image
V13594009 (30.17�N, 323.53�E); note mesa with central edifice adjacent to the rim. White box indicates location of Fig. 9C showing nearby trough and pits interpreted as a
volcanic fissure and volcanic pits, respectively. (E) Subset of HiRISE scene PSP_008641_2105 (30.37�N, 323.37�E; 0.5 m per pixel) showing morphologies consistent with
columnar jointing on the walls of impact crater.
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ages provide only a minimum estimate of the emplacement ages of
geological units. Mantling, pervasive in the region, and resurfacing
events would erase craters. Superposition and cross-cutting rela-
tionships may be utilized to constrain the relative age of the events
proposed. The lower age limit of volcanism may be that of the lava
deposits that cover large areas of Chryse and Acidalia, dated as
early Amazonian (Scott and Tanaka, 1986). To constrain an upper
age limit we consider the age of the possible sources of the flows
contemplated by each model.

According to model I, the blocky unit would have originated
from sedimentary flows supplied by the outflow channels; there-
fore, their age could be late Hesperian (Scott and Tanaka, 1986)
to early Amazonian (Rotto and Tanaka, 1995; Tanaka, 1997). The
materials exposed in the mesas could be Noachian to late Hespe-
rian (Scott and Tanaka, 1986); central edifices would be cores of
even older rocks (Fig. 1C).

The volcanic/volcano-sedimentary flows proposed in model
II could be Tharsis-related lava flows (Scott and Tanaka,
1986; Rotto and Tanaka, 1995) or lahars (Hauber et al.,
2008) early Amazonian in age. Alternatively, they could be late
Hesperian if their origin was in Tempe Fossae (Hauber and
Kronberg, 2001). Such flows could not have produced the puta-
tive tuyas. The pristine aspect of many landforms in the blocky
unit would argue against an older age, although it is possible
that early mantling and recent exposure contributed to their
preservation.



Fig. 20. Proposed terrestrial analogues for landforms shown in Fig. 10 (ridge-and-furrow surface, hollows, thin ridges, and almond-shaped blocks). (A) Swarm of drumlins in
Saskatchewan, Canada. Ice-sheet movement was from top left to bottom right. North is to the left, illumination is from the upper right (photo courtesy of the National Air
Photo Library, Natural Resources Canada). (B) Kettle holes now occupied by lakes (darkest features) near Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts; north is up (photo courtesy of the US
Geological Survey). (C) Shaded relief topographic image of eskers in the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary Region off Boston, Massachusetts (Valentine et al., 2000).
North is up, illumination is from the upper left (photo courtesy of the US Geological Survey). (D) Pillow lavas in road cut near Ayios Theodoros, Cyprus (photo courtesy of Steve
Hurst).
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In model III both the blocky unit and the mesas would have
originated from volcanic flows extruded through vents nearby in
the lowlands. The flows could be coeval with large volcanic depos-
its mapped by Scott and Tanaka (1986) in Acidalia, that is, early
Amazonian in age.

In sum, the lower age limit of volcanism and glacial activity is
early Amazonian. The upper age limit, depending on the model,
could potentially be late Hesperian.

4. Summary and conclusions

We have documented many lines of evidence suggesting volca-
nic and glacial activity in Chryse/Acidalia. Definitive proof of their
possible interaction has not been identified.
Landforms similar to terrestrial tuyas have been identified
along a 2500-by-300 km belt in Chryse/Acidalia. Their morphology,
location, and distribution pattern suggest that they are construc-
tive rather than erosional remnants of older units, although the lat-
ter hypothesis cannot be discarded. Limited spectral data available
to-date are consistent with hydrous alteration of volcanic
materials.

A blocky unit that may extend over more than 1500 km along
the western margin of Chryse/Acidalia and into Kasei Valles has
also been identified. The properties of this unit are consistent with
a fluid flow emplaced under and against ice; its spectral signature
is also indicative of volcanic materials altered in the presence of
water. The blocky unit may be volcanic (lava flows), volcano-sedi-
mentary (lahars), or sedimentary (fluvial).



Fig. 21. General circulation model results. Colors indicate ice thickness in cm. Large pink regions correspond to the thickest surface ice and remain ice-covered year-round
(after Mischna et al. (2003)). White box indicates Chryse/Acidalia study area. Dotted line shows dichotomy boundary; wider spacing is used where buried. OM: Olympus
Mons. VM: Valles Marineris. CA: Chryse/Acidalia Planitiae. WA: Western Arabia Terra. VB: Vastitas Borealis. IU: Isidis/Utopia Planitiae. EM: Elysium Mons. EP: Elysium
Planitia. (A) Maximum extent of seasonal water ice cap during northern hemisphere winter at 45� obliquity. (B) Same for northern hemisphere summer.

Fig. 22. Three models showing possible sequences of events explaining the units and landforms identified in Chryse/Acidalia. Younger mantle deposits ubiquitous in the
region are not shown for clarity. A possible location of the cross-section is shown in Fig. 1. (Left) According to model I central edifices are erosional remnants of the ejecta or
rim of the Chryse-forming impact; the mesas are part of a younger infilling unit deposited around them. The outflow channels would have debouched into an ice-filled basin,
depositing blocky materials of fluvial sedimentary origin with large inverted valleys, eskers, and kettle holes. Volcanic landforms identified throughout Chryse/Acidalia would
be unrelated to either mesas or blocky deposits. (Center) model II proposes that the mesas originated from volcanism nearby. The flows that deposited the blocky materials
were either volcanic or volcano-sedimentary. The source of these flows would have been outside Chryse/Acidalia, either in Tempe Fossae or in/around the circum-Chryse
outflow channels. (Right) According to model III the blocky unit, mesas, and other volcanic landforms observed in Chryse/Acidalia would have originated from nearby volcanic
sources spread throughout the region; fissures and other vents would be mostly concealed by the flows themselves.
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Positive identification of evidence diagnostic of a volcanic origin
for the mesas and the blocky unit (such as pillow lavas or columnar
jointing in these formations) is lacking. However, landforms char-
acteristic of volcanism, volcano–fluid interaction, and a wide-
spread fluid-rich substratum have been recognized throughout
Chryse/Acidalia. Although other scenarios are possible, these
intriguing spatial associations are suggestive of glaciovolcanic
activity.

Polar ice, which would have been unstable during past high-
obliquity periods, could have been re-deposited in the region form-
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ing an extensive ice deposit. Alternatively, ice deposits could have
originated from in-place freezing of water provided by the outflow
channels. Remote detection of characteristic glacial landforms may
be hindered by mantling deposits masking most of the region.

Putative tuyas in Acidalia would have required a local volcanic
source. The source of the flows that produced the blocky unit may
have been local, in Tempe Fossae, and/or the circum-Chryse out-
flow channels. The last is consistent with early Amazonian lava
flows (Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Rotto and Tanaka, 1995; Tanaka,
1997) draping Kasei Valles as close as 300 km west of blocky mate-
rial outcrops. The source of the lava flows that produced columnar
deposits and deflation features such as those shown in Fig. 19 may
have been nearby (possible vents have been identified in this
study) and/or have been sourced in the outflow channels. The pos-
sibility of volcanism originating in this region of the lowlands and
its relationship to global events should be further studied.

Other relevant questions that remain open include the detailed
chronology of the volcanic and glacial events documented here, as
well as the extent and nature of possible glaciovolcanism else-
where on Mars. Ice sheets may have been stable at other low-lati-
tude regions during a high-obliquity period (Mischna et al., 2003);
given the prevalence of volcanism on Mars, evidence of volcano–
glacial interaction may be expected in such regions.
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